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Starting Secondary School 
 
Leaving year 6 was sad as all of my friends were going to a different school. The last day at All 
Saints was filled with tears and joy as our class looked back at happy memories, embarrassing 
moments and how far we had come. We rounded off the day with ice creams and a play in 
the local park.  
 
The summer holidays flew by and it was soon time to get the new school uniform, stationery 
and P.E kit. My uniform has a stiff collar shirt, heavy blazer and a tie.... All new to me!  
 
The first day was filled with anticipation...                                    
Homework....detentions ....new teachers....  getting lost..... lunch in the      canteen, 
ahhhhhhhh! It was gone in a flash, I made some friends, met my tutor and some of my new 
teachers. I had Science, French and Maths. They were all really good, but the French teacher 
talked in French the whole lesson!! " "Give me a chance it's my first day!” 
 
As the weeks have gone by I have, settled in and have not yet got lost or had a detention. I 
have learnt loads, laughed a lot and made some great new friends. I can even ask to remove 
my blazer in French! “Est-ce que je peux enlever ma veste”?.  
 
Each lesson is different and fun packed. One minute I will be making pasta salad and the next 
playing handball. I have joined the football club, checked out Band Club and tried out 
mountain biking. I am looking   forward to our first school trip to sleep with sharks in the 
aquarium. The blazer feels lighter and the tie is not so bad...... In short I am enjoying 
Gillingham Secondary School. 
 

Oscar Lewis 

Riders and Striders 
 
Many thanks to our Riders and Striders Jane Colville, Sarah Kwiatkowski and Tom Eden who took 
part on 8th September and raised a total of £225 for Dorset Historic Churches Trust and our own 
church, and to everyone who generously sponsored them. 
 
Thank you 

 
Andrew Oliver 
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Please present all contributions for the next  issue to the editor by  Wednesday 21st Nov 2018 

Please use only “Word” documents when sending contributions  
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 New e-mail address :   thecaundler@stourtoncaundle.org.uk. 



 

 

Starting Year Six 

 

My name is Jazmyn Caplan and I am 10 years old. This year I am in year 6 at All Saints Primary School, 
in Bishops Caundle. Year 6 is different to year 5; In year 6 we get asked much harder questions in 
Maths, English and Science. Also, we get a lot more jobs than before. For example, tuck shop; We sell 
cakes and biscuits, to all the students, every Thursday, for 30p to raise money for our end of year 
trip. Worship leaders have to help with the computer for assemblies and set up all the music or we 
could be the head or vice head of the Student Council or Eco-Committee. 
 
As we are in year 6 we have to get ready for SATS, we have to listen all the time so not to miss 
anything that might help us out. We are all working really hard. We have to try our hardest to 
answer the practice questions as best we can. 
 
With the little kids in reception we are buddies, which means we take them out to break, read with 
them and help them at lunch time. 
 
I like being in Year 6 but I am looking forward to going to Secondary School and making all sorts of 
new friends and learning about all sorts of different things. 

A Big Welcome to Stourton Caundle! 

 

A very warm welcome to the Village   

Justin, Josie, Zachary, Billy and Tommy at 1 Bridge Cottage. 

and 

Pete, Siobhan and Vienna at Hillview. 

 

We all wish you every happiness in your New 

Homes. 

VILLAGE HALL ‘100’ CLUB DRAW RESULTS FOR AUGUST AND  SEPTEMBER 2018 
 

Draw made at the Trooper on 8th August: 
First Prize:  £25.00  No.1  Barry Reid 

Second Prize: £20.00  No.17  Stuart Walker 

Third Prize:  £15.00  No.35  Greta Paull 

 

Draw made at the Trooper on 11th September: 

First Prize:  £25.00  No.153 Peter Liversidge 

Second Prize: £20.00  No.91  John Cheesman 

Third Prize:  £15.00  No.167 Rob Mitchell 

 

Delia, Fleur and I will now be collecting the subscriptions for the next 12 month period.  A number costs £6 for the 

year (or £3 for a half-year), and you can have as many numbers as you want.  There is a draw each month.  Prizes are 

normally £25, £20 and £15.  Half the money collected is paid out in prizes, the other half goes to the Village Hall. 

 

The next two draws will be on 17th October and 14th November, at the Trooper at about 7.30pm.   

                      Anna Oliver 



September 2018                                                                                                               

News from All Saints, Bishops Caundle 

 
 We were delighted with our end of term production of Oliver Twist when our children 
delighted audiences with their acting, singing and dancing. It was the perfect showcase for another 
hardworking and successful year. However, all signs point to yet another incredible and productive 
school year. Our skilled and devoted staff are planned and prepared for our children. Our much-
appreciated PTA is gearing up to welcome families,  provide volunteer opportunities, and offer other 
exciting events during the year. We are indeed a happy and caring community with the common 
goals of nurturing responsible, caring, children and promoting high-level learning. 
 
 What a wonderful summer we have had! For our swimming season last term, the children 
enjoyed uninterrupted daily swimming for seven weeks in our very own pool. It was incredible to see 
the progress of the children over the season and all were awarded their badges to show this progress. 
  
 Having enjoyed the fabulous weather during the summer holidays we are delighted to start the 
term with continued good weather. Our children are still able to enjoy our beautiful grounds as they 
settle back into school routines. We have welcomed many people to the All Saints family this Autumn. 
  
 
 Firstly, eleven very special children to our Reception setting who have already made a wonderful 
start to school life along with new pupils in Yr1 and Yr2. Each year brings positive change. This 
includes a few additions to our staff. Mr Grant-Peterkin who is teaching Sapphire Class, Mrs Legg    
teaching Topaz Class and Mrs Gawler supporting teaching and learning. We also have Mrs Hunt 
working alongside us for three days a week on her journey to be a teacher. All have been busy during 
the summer, alongside  existing staff members, preparing for their new roles. We hope they settle in 
quickly and are very happy at our school.  

Sapphire Class are excited about the addition of individual Chromebooks to their classroom. This will 

give them access to more technology and  educational resources.  
 Learning for our children this term centres on Fairy Tales and Castles for our younger children, 
Invaders, and Settlers for our older children, in  particular The Vikings and The Romans. If anyone in 
our community has any knowledge, skill or experience in these areas that they could share, we would 
love to hear from you. 
 
 We are keen to be involved with our local community and I draw your attention to two 
upcoming events at which you would be very welcome. Our PTA, with the children organising an event 
towards the World’s Biggest Coffee Morning in aid of Macmillan Cancer Support. This will take place at 
the school on September 28th in the school hall at 3.30pm. 
 
 Our Open Morning for existing and potential children and their   families (and any members of 
our community) will be held on Saturday 6th October from 8.30-10.30am. Pop in at any time. There 
will be activities for the children, refreshments and…breakfast rolls! It would be lovely to meet more 
of you there. 
 
Please see more about our learning at                         
 http://www.bishopscaundle.dorset.sch.uk/site 



This is an extract from a letter written from the Front dated          
November 11th 1918 from a soldier - the youngest of three soldier 
sons, to his Mother at home in Ireland:                                                                         
       D. Company 

51st Machine Gun Battalion 
B.E.F. 

France 
‘My dearest Mother, 
The glorious news about the armistice has just come through                 
officially - how wonderful it is !  Just to think of no more bloodshed 
and that shells and trenches, gas and bombs are things of the past.   
To us it seems hardly realizable - we’ve lived amongst them for so 
long.   We’ve been allowed off parades today in honour of the       
occasion and bands of Tommies are marching about in great jubilation 
beating tin cans and blowing bugles and in fact doing anything to make 
a noise. There was a strong rumour last night but official confirmation 
didn’t come through until this morning.   We are trying to imagine 
what it must be like in  England now - what rejoicing there will  be and 
thanksgiving. 
 
It’s just exactly 11 o’clock now - the time from which the armistice 
dates this very moment I suppose marks the end of the War.   How 
thankful we feel !   Even now one finds it difficult to realise all the 
great benefits that will follow as the result of the end of hostilities.   
Think of no more submarines, no air-raids, food gradually becoming 
more plentiful etc. Frank, John and I will be set free ultimately. 
 
Now that the burden is lifted off the World it will be a brighter and   
better place - people will surely be more contented in whatever        
surroundings they may be.  It’s glorious to be able to breathe freely 
without that awful ‘spell’ being over one.  
Your affectionate         
Ed 

NOVEMBER 11th 2018 
 

To commemorate and celebrate the 100 th anniversary of the end of 
the First World War, there will be photographs on display in the Church of the 
young men from the village who went to war, together with flowers, poppies 
and artwork.  

 
The displays will be in place for at least a week and as always, the 

Church is open every day between 9am and 4pm for anyone who may like to 
come and see them.  

 
The Flower Ladies of St. Peter’s  



                                    Blackberry and Apple Gin 
             Makes about 800ml 
             300g granulated sugar 
            1 cooking apple – peeled, cored and finely chopped 
             250g blackberries 
             750ml gin 
 
Using a funnel, pour the sugar into a large sterilised bottle (sterilise with very hot water) Add the 
fruit and then the gin.  Seal tightly and store in a dark place.  Turn the bottle when you think of it, to 
dissolve the sugar gradually. 
After 3 months, strain off the alcohol and pour into dry, warm sterilised   bottles.  The drink will 
keep for years. (Ha!) 
You can eat the fruit with yoghurt or ice cream – or top up with some new spirit. 
The apple can be swapped for pear, and the gin for vodka. 

Serve straight, or mixed with tonic water and lots of ice.     

Sacha Hope. 

 

HARVEST SUPPER  
 

Saturday 13 October 

Stourton Caundle Village Hall 

7pm  

Bottle Bar or Bring your Own         

 Raffle 

Adults £6    Children £3 

Family ticket £15  

Tickets available from 

Chris Holdstock 

 or Clare Litchfield 
(Tickets must be purchased in     

advance to help with catering) 



  NATURALLY THINKING - (With a difference) 

By Margaret Waddingham  

 As I spent July, August and a bit of September away from home, I haven’t had much of a chance to 
see as much ‘wild’ activity going on around me as I would have liked.  However, for the last six weeks I 
have had a garden to watch, which I did - avidly.   
 At first there didn’t seem much to see.  It was pleasant enough, but not many birds around.  
Perhaps that wasn’t a fair judgment because there aren’t many making their presence felt anywhere at 
this time of the year. I suspect the numbers in that garden increase rapidly in spring and early summer 
because there were a lot of feeders everywhere and bird boxes in the trees that were on the boundary 
of part of the garden.  There were owls - tawnies and I think Little Owls - that hooted softly at night, a 
few  jackdaws that behaved as they always do, strutting and cavorting and misbehaving.  There were a 
few great tits, two robins, blackbirds, a handful of starlings and a wren.  There was also a raven that flew 
overhead at about the same time in the early morning.  This is of the crow family, though much larger 
and with a hoarse, guttural croak.   
 On the boundary of the property there were some beautiful trees; a very tall and erect pine near 
the church, and an equally tall one, though deciduous and feathery. No-one seemed able to identify it - 
not even the gardener, which was a bit disappointing as I would have liked to have known what it was.   
Lastly there were two, large and elderly silver birches. Sometimes I watched tits turning over the mossy 
bark on these. 
 Then came the day I was able to walk with the aid of sticks round the garden to examine things 
more closely and found signs of hedgehogs and the remains of pigeon eggs - probably laid by one of the 
three that always seemed to go round together. Emerging from the pond were Golden Emperor  
Dragonflies, the largest of our species and rather a fearsome looking thing, black with yellow rings and 
green eyes that meet on top of its head. 
 In one way I would like to have seen how nature progresses for the rest of the year - it was a 
quiet time as I was writing most of this, during  August and September.  By the end of August an elder 
tree close to the church had been stripped of its heavy crop of berries by the trio of pigeons and a 
hazelnut by the gates was beginning to rain down its enormous  load of ripening nuts.  The berries of a 
small tree, which I thought could have been a cultivar of hawthorn, were ripening and its leaves 
beginning to take on glorious shades of gold and crimson, and a small patch of autumn flowering 
cyclamen was out beneath the trees.  I spotted a squirrel running boldly along the paths towards the 
vegetable garden.  I don’t know how popular it was with the gardener, but I was quite pleased to see it.   
 There were lots of large and small white butterflies but sadly no others except a couple of red 
admirals feeding on one of the few remaining buddleias that were still flowering. One interesting thing I 
noticed early on was that even though my windows were open throughout the night, there were no 
moths trying to invade my space when the lights were on.  At home, I shut the windows as soon as I put 
my bedroom lights on and don’t open them again until I’m about to put them off again otherwise I am 
battered by moths, large and small. I suppose this has something to do with the proximity of flowers so 
close to my house. My temporary residence had several roses against the walls but apart from those and 
some marvelous sweet peas and containers of cosmos which were some distance away, there was very 
little to attract them.   
 Having said all that, I should like to see these gardens when the daffodils are spreading puddles of 
gold beneath the trees and the birds are queuing at the feeding stations.  
 
But as a visitor please, not a resident, however temporary.  



 Jobs to do in October/November. 
 

1)   Continue to cut deciduous hedges. If, like my native mixed hedge, some of the stems are thick/huge then it 
is best to use long handle pruners and take down to below the hedge line. 

2)  Because of the lack of rain (well, so far) then ponds may still need to be topped up. Cover with netting to 
stop leaves going in. 

3)  Gather leaves, best if wet. Place in a black sack, pierce a few holes and leave in a dark corner for six 
months. You’ll have delish leaf mould. 

4)  If you haven’t done so already, prune out old fruiting stems of summer raspberries. 
5)   Providing its not during a cold period you can continue to divide perennials. 
6)   Clean out and disinfect greenhouses before overwintering your tender plants. 
7)  To prevent them being blown about and damaged by wind, cut back roses and buddleias by half. 
8)   Bulb planting continues. Daffs should have gone in already. Tulips go in in November; but its not crucial if 

you’re a bit late or a bit early.  
9)   Autumn is the best time to plant, and after this year you can see it makes sense! Provided the ground is not 

frozen and temperatures are well above freezing you can plant through the winter months. I’m assuming by 
the time you read this rain has fallen - lots of it hopefully! 

10) Try other bulbs/corms in pots i.e. grape hyacinths, anemone blanda, crocus,   scillas and so on…the list is 
endless. 

11) At this stage, I usually prune back by a half, my vigorous ‘Polish Spirit’ clematis (group 3). 
You can do this with these tough  viticellas in November. 

12)  You can still trim an evergreen hedge in October, by the way. 
13)  Make a start on climbing roses in November. You can remove  one or two old stems; 

this will encourage new growth, also shorten the side shoots growing off the main 
framework by a third. Make sure all stems are well tied in. 

 On reflection there was a period during our incredible summer when I felt my garden looked half dead. 
Even my summer flowering Jasmine was wilting!! 
The only things I watered were: pots, newly planted, hydrangea Annabelle, my two roses, rhubarb and 
blackcurrant bush. Plus, topping up the pond…the rest of the garden had to cope. 
 It’s now mid September and things have recovered, and are even flowering again. So, of course, I have 
fallen back in love with my garden; after all we are glued together!  
BUT I shall have a re-think on certain areas. A garden is always evolving. 
Your Garden Guru. 

The Trooper Inn Presents  
The Leggomen 
Vinyl Revival 

Saturday 22nd December, 7pm-midnight 
Tickets £10 

Stourton Caundle Village Hall 
01963362405 

Admission is by ticket only  



 
STOURTON CAUNDLE GARDEN CLUB 

PROGRAMME 2018/2019 

Membership is £7.50 per year and open to all, visitors always welcome.   
2nd Wednesday of the month , October - May   in the Village Hall 

  Enquiries Win Gillard 363816 
All Meetings 7 for 7.30pm 

 

Wed 10th October.    
 Climbers, what to plant where, and how to prune. 

             Martin Young, Conservationist, plants man and nursery owner. 
 

Wed 14th November.   
 Winter and Christmas Decorations. Preceded by short  AGM. 

  Arrangements by Funky Flowers. Aka Sue Simon and Penny Plunkett. 
 

Wed 12th December.     
       Whiff of the  Exotic. We welcome back Katherine Crouch with her new talk. 

              

Wed 9th January.  
  Annual Supper.  

 

Wed 13th February 
 The Living Jigsaw Explained. The benefits of using plant diversity and  

wildlife to keep your  garden healthy. Val Bourne. 
         

Wed 13th March. 
  Epimediums. Widely known and recently introduced species. Sally Gregson ,      

              author and owner of Mill Cottage Plants 
 

Wed 10th April.   
          Steps to make your garden less work, more time to enjoy!  

                                   Roger Hirons, The Plant Doctor. 
 

Wed 1st May.    
            Discount Evening at Castle Gardens.   



Hornets – Your help needed ! 

 There have been large numbers of wasps and many hornets about this 
summer which you may well have seen in your garden (or wasp traps!).  
The European hornet is the largest  wasp native to Europe and is usually 
regarded as a pest by those who come into contact with it. These hornets are 
known for making intricate paper-like nests out of surrounding plant materials 
which are often found in dark places such as hollow trees.  

  
This species stings in response to being stepped on or grabbed, but generally avoids 
conflict. It is also defensive  of its nest and can be aggressive around food sources.    
European hornets are largely carnivorous and hunt large insects such as beetles, 
wasps, large moths, dragonflies, and mantises. They also feed on fallen fruit and other 
sources of sugary food. Care should be taken when they are encountered in these 
circumstances, as they may sting without warning. The pain from the sting may persist 
for several days with attendant swelling. Victims may wish to seek medical attention in case of an allergic 
reaction. 
  
However, much more worrying are Asian hornets which were inadvertently brought to France in 2004, 
most likely in a shipment of goods imported from east Asia. Since arriving in France, the species has 

spread rapidly;  it is now present across France and is moving into adjoining 
countries.  The Asian hornet is a non-native species in the UK and could not 
arrive in the UK naturally, but can travel across the Channel by piggy-backing a 
lift in a lorry, or caravan or even a picnic basket!  It will then emerge wherever 
the host parks and is unpacked.  However, south coast, including Dorset, is very 
much in the front line because of the amount of cross Channel traffic. 
 

 The concern around the Asian hornet is that it is a significant predator of all sorts of bees and 
other beneficial insects.  In France, it has consumed large numbers of bees, including many lesser-known 
solitary and colonial bee species. Nature conservation organisations are concerned about the impact of 
Asian hornets on these pollinating species as they are an essential component of well-functioning 
ecosystems.  
 
 The Asian hornet has spread rapidly through France and the evidence indicates 
it would be invasive in the UK too. It has been recorded in the UK on at least five 
occasions (as of August 2018), including one on a ferry in Poole. However, the 
authorities have swiftly eradicated these individuals. The slightly more cheerful news 
is that the Asian hornet is smaller than our native hornet and poses no greater risk 
to human health than a bee. 
 
 BUT if you think that you have seen one, please report it and take a photo if possible, sending it to: 
alertnonnative@ceh.ac.uk.  Better and easier still, there is a free app for both Android and IOS phones 
for mobile phones, which includes GPS positioning, which will help with follow-up action to identify and 
destroy the nests, as well as with identification and reporting.  Further information can be found on 

www.nationalbeeunit.com and on the East Dorset Beekeepers Facebook page. 

 
This final photo of a jam jar lid shows the differences in marking and size between 
the two types of hornet and also shows a wasp, which gives a good size comparison. 
 
 
 
 

Please be vigilant from now until we get a frost and then again in the spring when the queens will emerge 
from hibernation to start a new colony (just like wasps) !    

Tim Villiers 



 

 

 

 

CHRISTMAS QUIZ 

Saturday 24 November 

Stourton Caundle Village Hall 

7pm 

£6 per head to include Ploughman’s Supper 

Teams of six 

Come on your own and join a team or bring 

your own team 

Prize for winning team 

Tickets from Anna Oliver 

01963 362109 
Tickets must be purchased in advance 

 

Proceeds for St. Peter’s Church Stourton Caundle 

STOURTON CAUNDLE SUMMER SHOW 2018 
 

 Our summer Show was a great success this year thanks to everyone 
who entered. We were delighted to have over 300 exhibits, about the same 
number as last year. This was a relief as I had lost count of the number of 
people who  mentioned they had nothing to enter because of the long dry 
summer weather. 
 With the new black table coverings the hall looked stunning, especially 
the flower displays, vegetables and fruit. Our judges were impressed with the 
high standard of all the entries, and wanted to mention how well everything 
was presented. 
 Decisions were hard to make in the domestic class with so many 
wonderful cakes, scones and tarts, plus all the lovely jams - and not forgetting 
the booze! 
Our auction this year raised £80 for the village defibrillator appeal.  
 To finish the day, cream tea and cakes were served, and the hall was 
once again filled with laughter and chat. 
Thanks to everyone who made the Summer Show a day to remember.  



Stourton Caundle Golf Society Annual Golf Day Report 

Weymouth Golf Club – 23rd July 2018 
 

 Here we are again, and during a prolonged heat wave this year,  another very warm day. 
Weymouth Golf Club were our hosts, and despite the recent drought-like conditions, the greens 
were in tip-top condition. True, the fairways were brown and hard, unavoidably so, but it all added to 
a memorable day. The terrain was relatively even throughout the 18 holes, but plenty of trees to get 
stuck behind for the wayward shot. There was nothing too tricky if you stayed on the  fairways, but a 
fair test of golf for all abilities.  
 We fielded 50 golfers this year, a  record for our society; 29 regular players and 21 guests. On 
arrival, there were bacon sarnies and tea or  coffee provided, with many regulars also opting for a 
breakfast beer, which set the tone nicely. After the golf, we sat down to a lovely two course carvery, 
which despite the heat was both flavoursome and welcome, with plenty of wine, beer and gin! We 
were briefly and belatedly welcomed by the club captain, who surprised us all by announcing he was a 
subordinate of Terry’s back in the 70’s in the Navy, before the formal presentation of awards by our 
President, Terry Taylor. After this, we all dispersed, with the bus taking most home, but leaving a few 
to their revelries in Weymouth 
  
 There were many smaller competitions making up the larger day  competition, all of which are 
detailed below, but the main prize is that of Champion golfer and holder of the Henry Paull challenge 
Cup, and of course the honour of bragging rights for the year. This is usually a close run thing and 
with our society handicap system now levelling players, everyone was in with a chance of winning this 
prestigious title. We did have clear winners though, so congratulations Noah McIntyre, our 
champion golfer for 2018. Our guest winner was Simon Price 
 Finally, a big thank you to Roger Paull for organising the day; Paul Wavish for sorting all the 
financials; David Conduit for sorting the scorecards; Our President Terry Taylor for handing out the 
prizes; and Weymouth Golf Club for making us all feel so welcome. Thanks to all who attended. 

AUTUMN AFTERNOON  

by Margaret Waddingham 

 
The autumn afternoon was still, 

 the sun a fiery ball, 
 he raked the fallen, russet leaves  
and cut the dead flowers’ sprawl.  
 The earth and rosy apple fruit  

were rich with deepening scents  
and he lit a hazy bonfire  

for the summer that was spent.   
A robin, on a nearby tree, 

 watched with jewelled eyes  
and overhead a skein of geese 

 flew with haunting cry.    
“Summer’s past,” he sadly said, 
 “and autumn’s here once more  
and soon the cold, harsh winter  

will be pushing at my door.”   
“There’ll be a frost tonight,” he said,  

“just you wait and see.”  
And shivering he went inside 

                                   And toasted crumpets for his tea.   



So Who is the Master Baker? 
 

So, we wake up on Saturday morning and I know exactly what’s on his mind.  This is no ordinary Saturday, oh no; it’s not my 
birthday, his birthday or even our anniversary.  Off he goes to the kitchen and comes back with my morning cuppa and smiles, I 
know what’s    coming........ “I am going to make a man cake” he announces.  My hunch, sadly is confirmed. 
 
It’s 1st September and the village show is but hours away,  1.5 hours to be precise and winning the man cake category is 
seemingly within his grasp.   It perhaps should be said that within our household, I do the cooking, unless of course we have the 
bbq and then something in him takes over - he can cook.  Baking however, I have never seen. 
 
He tells me that we have all the ingredients for a lemon drizzle cake (except we might not have enough lemons)?  Time is of the 
essence with the 9.30am deadline looming. 
 
Half a cup of tea down, I venture to the kitchen to see a calm looking husband with the ingredients set out in front of him.  
However the bowl (actually the large jug) he is using seems rather small to me.  I say nothing.  It’s his cake.  Enter daughter, 
“papa isn’t that   bowl/jug a bit small”?  Husband “I am TRYING not to make too much mess”.  I wink at daughter and mime a 
zip across my mouth. 
 
The “proper” bowl appears seamlessly, ingredients safely transferred and all is well.   
 
Husband “what side of the cheese grater do I use to zest the lemon”?  Wife “how about you use the zester in the drawer”.  It’s 
all good. 
 
Husband “ what attachment do I need to use on the kitchen aid to cream the butter and sugar”?  Wife “this one darling and 
have you put the oven on and greased the loaf tin”?  I look away knowing neither has been done, I pre heat the oven and grease 
the tin after all I am not actually making the cake, I am the sous chef. 
 
With the flour and lemon zest duly added to the creamed mixture I note the volumous amount of batter.  I say nothing.  I look 
at the kitchen bench, it’s a war zone.  The bench is 2m x 1m and there is not one inch of surface visible. Did a hurricane, 
tsunami or earthquake happen, or perhaps all three, even the dog has flour on his nose.   I say nothing, but take a sneaky 
picture* 
 
Said ingredients go into the freshly greased tin (At this point I gently point out that there seems to be rather a LOT of batter) 
and am met with that good old saying, “I followed the recipe to a T”. I say nothing further. 
 
With the 9.30am deadline seriously looming I suggest that I really don’t think said cake will be cooked in time, especially as it 
will need to cool before icing.  Husband pulls sad face.  Feeling sorry, the amount of effort, and mess is immeasurable so I hope 
and pray it will be cooked and a simple drizzle will suffice.  Suggest he makes drizzle ahead of time - that mission is seemingly 
accomplished. 
 
Look at cake after 5 minutes and the result thus far is astonishing.  A kids experiment is  happening in my oven. The cola bottle 
and mentos experiment is nothing in comparison and Vesuvius would be an understatement.  The batter is oozing, bubbling, 
spewing and exploding in my clean, clean oven with the overspill on the bottom, rising and burning.  With the husband looking 
crestfallen, wife tentatively says, “Hun, your cake is really, really, REALLY not going to be ready”. No matter, onwards and 
upwards husband continues. 
 
Twenty painful minutes pass, with more oozing, bubbling, spewing and exploding, the cake is done.  The skewer says so.  No 
time to cool he upturns the tin - nothing.  Give it a whack I say - nothing.  Ok I say let’s loosen the edges with a pallet knife 
(confused look from husband) - pallet knife?  Still nothing.  One more whack and there we have it, half a cake.  I   gently tease 
the bottom half out of the tin and look at him pleadingly to give up.  He sticks it together.  
 
Ten minutes to go and cake still not iced, husband gets said icing to find it solid, rock solid.  With pouring not an option, he 
spreads the sugar crunch over the cake.  Voila.  Cutting off the rough edges he now has a perfect square cake.  Taste cut off 
rough edges - delicious. Not aesthetically pleasing and now stuck to the chopping board with the solid icing. He    carefully 
chisels the delicious cake off the board and into the cake tin, look up at time..............too late.   
 
Resigned to the fact he has missed the deadline husband declares we now have a lemon crunch cake, made with love.  Call 
down daughter to try the bake, she looks at me with that teenage, “Do I have to mum” ? And I give her that well known mum 
“YESSSSS” death stare. “Mmmmmm delicious,” we all murmur, “well done husband, papa it’s really, really lovely......” 
 
Mum and daughter go off to Bristol for a girly shop whilst hubby tackles the mammoth task of tidy up. 
 
Two weeks later, the mess, anxiety and  disappointment has passed. He tried and we love him for it. However the cake, 
beautifully preserved by the sugar crunch drizzle still resides in the fridge, for how long I don’t know.  It’s not my cake. 
 

Clare Litchfield 



4 Barrow Hill 
Stourton Caundle 

Sturminster Newton 

Dorset DT10 2LD 

 

Dear Hedgehog friends 
 
 A big thank you for coming along yesterday to find out more about the Dorset Mammal Group 
Hedgehog Project at the first meeting on our journey in helping to put Stourton Caundle on the map 
as a 'Hedgehog Friendly Village'.  
 
 I am also writing to let you know what happens next as you expressed your own interest in this 
project which encourages Dorset towns and villages to become more hedgehog friendly as a way of 
helping to reverse the recent dramatic decline in hedgehog population numbers. 
 
 It would be good to meet up with you again to look at our next step and I am in the process of 
arranging another meeting (date to be arranged) with Susy and Colin Varndell when they will return to 
Stourton Caundle to give us advice and specific information about the small changes we can make in 
our gardens and  local areas to help ensure the survival and well-being of UK's only prickly mammal. 
There will be a free 'hedgehog pack' for each of us to take home  afterwards. 
 
 With regards to this next meeting, it would be helpful if you could let me know whether your 
preference is for morning or evening meetings and if  Saturday or weekdays are best for you?  
 
 Thank you and will be in touch again soon.  In the meantime, enjoy your special hedgehog 
sightings and visitor moments! 
 
Best wishes 

Jo Williams 
Hedgehog co-ordinator 
DMG Hedgehog Friendly – Stourton Caundle 

What to Feed Hedgehogs if  in Need 

 

            To remind you of this important question. You can offer food, and   

especially water in dry weather, when hedgehogs find it difficult to locate molluscs 

and invertebrates. You can feed hedgehogs cat or dog meat but not gravy based 

types as these can cause diarrhoea.  Feed only jelly or loaf based meat or dried cat 

biscuits. 

  

You don't give food such as peanuts, sunflower hearts and mealworms because they 

all  contain high levels of phosphorus and hardly any calcium.  A high phosphorus 

diet results in calcium being diverted from bone and can be subject to crippling 

bone disease. 
 

Jo Williams. 

Hedgehog co-ordinator. 



 Stuart Lillie 

 
 My husband, Stuart, died in Dorset County Hospital on 30th August. 
Alice, Harriet and I would like to thank you all for your caring messages,  condolences, flowers, cards, 
donations to DCH Charity and many acts of kindness and support during the last month.   
 Thank you also to all those who attended Stuart’s funeral last Monday at Higher Ground 
Meadow in Corscombe and helped to make it a truly   special celebration of the life of a remarkable 
and much loved husband, father, grandfather and friend to many. Friends and family had travelled from 
Australia, Ireland and Spain to attend.  It was wonderful to see Gordon Stobie who came back 
specially from Calgary. 
 Particular thanks are due to William Ridding who has provided the Lillie  family with unstinting 
kindness and support throughout the emotional rollercoaster we have been on and without whom 
Stuart could never have achieved his remaining ambition - after reaching three score years and ten, 
that is - namely, to give Harriet, our younger daughter, away in marriage.   
You may have heard that at the last minute we sadly had to cancel the small wedding planned at St 
Peter’s Church last month because Stuart was too poorly to attend.  It was William who was the 
hero of the hour and obtained a special marriage licence from the Archbishop of Canterbury in 
record time to enable Harriet and Sam to be married in the chapel of Dorset County Hospital on 
24th August, Stuart’s birthday.  A day full of joy and sadness we will never forget. 
 Although Stuart and I have only been here in Stourton Caundle for two years, it has meant a 
huge amount to us to have the loving support of so many new friends. 
 

Melanie Lillie 

Autumn 

‘Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness’ 

 
 The words of John Keats ring true down the years, as we harvest the last fruits of such a splendid 
summer, finally experience the temperatures  begin to drop away  - and even the first frosts and mists – 
and rather sadly watch the Swallows and House Martins gathering for their long flights to their warmer 
winter climes. Although the most noticeable, these masters of the air are far from the only departing 
migrants as 1000s of warblers – White throats, Chiffchaffs and a dozen more species - also head south, 
but in their place we may welcome another dozen species of visitors escaping even harder winters to 
the north and east.  
 Time to put the garden to bed, but please don’t be too tidy as those splendid seed heads and dying 
plants provide masses of food for those birds that remain, and many other creatures in the food chain 
that supports them. 
 Cool, clear and still nights are also a good time to listen out for Tawny owls which are plentiful 
around the village  - both the hoot of the male and the kee wick of the female which together make the 
well-known  ‘Too Whit a Woo’ sound associated with these birds of the night. 

‘Bird brain’         

Welcome Club trip to Minehead 

 On the 5th September the club left Stourton Caundle for a trip to Minehead. The coach took us to 
Bishops Lydeard station where we boarded the steam train arriving at Minehead at lunch time. Members were 
then able to wander into the town to find somewhere to eat. The weather was beautiful which made for a 
walk along the shore before heading back to the coach which was waiting for us in the car park. 
 September 19th Members returned to the club after the August break ready for a game of Beetle. 
There was much chatter and laughter as the dice was rolled at ten tables. The winner and looser received a 
small prize. 
 The next meeting is on October 17th for the A.G.M. 
On November 21st Sue Simon will be demonstrating Christmas table decorations. Come and join us! 



Stourton Caundle Welcome Club 
 
 I thought you might like to read some of the comments from some of our members that do not live in the village, about 
our Welcome Club. 
Maybe you will be inspired to join us 
 
1. We have lived in Stalbridge for 50 years and had  both been retired some while when I heard about the Stourton Caundle Welcome 
Club from a member- preferring an afternoon out rather than an evening, especially during the winter, I thought we’d give it a try. 
 From the start we were both made to feel very welcome – well it is called the Welcome club!!  We both discovered we knew a few 
people there and recognised other  faces. Each month we have a  quiz or play a game, but usually it’s a talk  and it is interesting to hear 
about other folks lives, be it their own or a character from history, and see slides of places they have worked and visited, and of course I 
have to mention Phillip Knott’s beautiful local pictures.  Each meeting is topped off with a lovely tea provided by the committee and ends 
with a raffle with bags of goodies donated by members. 
Oh, and not to be missed, two coach outings during the year, very popular with everyone 
If anyone wonders what to do on a Wednesday afternoon once a month and would like to make some new friends, get yourselves down 
to the village hall on the third Wednesday of the month except August and December which is the month we have a Christmas meal. 
 Sheila Brook - Stalbridge 
 
2. We came to live in Sherborne just over a year ago and were befriended by John and Elizabeth Potter who introduced us to Stourton 
Caundle Welcome Club. We have greatly enjoyed the activities and the friendships we have found. We think the village is fortunate to 
have such a facility to enjoy and look forward to each event. 
Thank you. 
Tony & Shirley Crighton - Sherborne 
 
3. Come and join us at the Welcome club, where you make new friends. We have some lovely outings, afternoon teas and plenty of 
entertainment and interesting speakers.  
Valerie Loader - Bishops Caundle 
 
 Nov 21st monthly meeting we have our very own Sue Simon giving a demonstration on creating table decorations for 
Christmas. Please feel free to come along. 
 

Margaret McKay 



Stourton Caundle Golf Society Monthly     Report – August 2018 
 

A cooler day today after a long, hot summer. Our usual format for the individual competition, but for the team format, we 

reverted to a previously used idea. Team scores were the combined totals of the putts made by the best three players in 

each group. Therefore, the lowest score was the best score for the team competition. It levels the field a bit for the more 

erratic hitters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 This months winner was Mark Paull, with 18  points 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Team Knobbly Knees won the team event, with a miserly 38 putts. Well done 

Peter  Hallam, Noah McIntyre, Roger Paull & David Conduit. 

Lyrus Winds 
 
 St Peter’s Church resounded with the music of yet another talented ensemble from the Royal College of Music on 
Saturday 22nd September, thanks to the efforts of Tim Villiers and Terry Taylor. It was, as Tim pointed out, the wettest 
and coldest evening for six months, but the five young musicians of  Lyrus Winds kept us warm with a feast of riches, from 
Ravel’s elegiac Le Tombeau de Couperin, written to celebrate the lives of friends the composer lost in the Great War, and 
a fitting tribute to its anniversary, to their exuberantly-performed final piece, Rossini’s much-loved overture to the Barber 
of Seville.  
 
 In between, we were treated to a dazzling mix of classical and more modern works, including a witty composition 
and arrangement of children’s music by Lyrus Winds’ bassoonist, Phillip Pike. The players’ virtuosity and precision kept us 
spellbound and the audience revelled in the many moods they were able to evoke. It was a treat to enjoy such a wonderful 
concert in our local church – members of the audience who trekked in from far-flung villages were highly impressed.  
 
 Our thanks must go again to the organisers, Tim and Terry, to the welcome army of refreshment servers, led by 
Eric Dummett and Gerry Holdstock, and to Gay Liversidge and Sue Simon for the flower arrangements that set the stage 
magnificently with their fiery autumn colours.  
 
 I’m sure we’ll hear more of the Lyrus Winds five – Mina Middleton (flute), Eleanor Sullivan (oboe), Lily Frascina 
(French horn), Phillip Pike and James Gilbert (clarinet), together, or as individual performers.  
 
 Who knows, perhaps Stourton Caundle magic will rub off on them in the same way as it did for the Metropolitan 
Brass ensemble that played here in 2016 and namechecked our village on Radio 3 a few weeks ago! 
 
Caroline Chappell 



The BIG Defib Breakfast – Helping to Replace  

The Village Defibrillator 

 Following on from my article in the last edition, the Village Defibrillator is now in the 
process of being replaced, thanks to donations already received - including personal donations, 
the proceeds of the last two pub quizzes, and the auction of produce at the recent Village Show - 
and the willingness of the Parish Council to underwrite the initial payment, subject to further 
funds being raised.  Thanks to all of you. The new defibrillator, will be kept in the clearly marked 
box outside the porch of the Trooper Inn- thanks also to Zena and Kevin for their support in 
this matter - and will, once again be maintained by South West Ambulance Service Trust 
(SWAST), which will continue to provide annual awareness and use training available to all 
villagers. 
 This year’s training session will be held in the Village Hall at 10.30, during our first 
fundraising and awareness session THE BIG DEFIB BREAKFAST on Saturday 20th 
October from 9 to 11.30 am. Previous Big Breakfast events have been well supported and 
great fun for all taking part in both the eating and the organising, so we hope this one will be 
equally successful – please come along!  
 During the event, traditional English Breakfasts, together with toast and tea/coffee will be 
served to those purchasing tickets, and at least half of the price will go to help fund the new 
Defibrillator. Tickets will be available from me (details below) before the event, or on the door 
(£6 for a full  breakfast, and £3 for a smaller or child’s breakfast). Pre-sales are preferred as they 
will greatly help with planning, thus avoiding wasted ingredients and spending money, which 
would be better going to the Defibrillator. Additional donations to the cause will also be very 
welcome. 
 Linda Walters has also offered to run a Second-hand Book Stall at the event and would 
welcome donations of books (in good condition please) to sell.  Linda can be contacted at 
lindawalters1@aol.com or on 01963 362842. 
Clearly we will need help both before and at the event – planning, shopping, cooking, waiting at 
table, washing up and so on. I would be very grateful for offers of assistance or personal 
donations – cash, or ingredients for the Breakfast. You can contact me (to offer help or to 
reserve your tickets) at neilgillard@hotmail.com or on 01963 363816. 

Neil Gillard 

 
Disclaimer  
 
Any articles or correspondence published in this magazine do not necessarily reflect the views of the Committee or the 
Editor. Reproduction of any articles is prohibited without the prior permission of the Editor. 
We try to ensure the accuracy of the content of The Stourton Caundler, but cannot guarantee that it will always be current, 
accurate or complete.  The inclusion of advertisements is not a recommendation of the goods or services of those 
advertising.  The Committee and the Editor cannot be held responsible for negative consequences arising as a result of 
doing business with advertisers and recommend that you confirm appropriate references and any professional 
qualifications of advertisers for yourself. 


